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Hollywood Calling: Real Linemen of Wisconsin?

Four Wisconsin linemen who
volunteered their time running
electricity to a rural Guatemala
village are now being courted by
Hollywood. A Los Angeles
entertainment industry insider tells
Condenser they are pitching
several projects to Zach Taylor of
Vernon Electric Cooperative,
Mackenzie Yarbrough of Central
Wisconsin Electric
Cooperative, Greg Falde of Pierce
Pepin Cooperative Services, and
Lee Alberson of Eau Claire Energy
Cooperative, including:

Survivor Guatemala: Camera crews follow the men during a trip similar to Partners for a Brighter
Tomorrow, but with more amenities.

Dancing with the Lineworkers: A competition-style reality show, where contestants face off to
see who can showcase their skills with dances such as the foxtrot, rumba, tango, and electric
slide.

One Light to Give: A fictional daytime drama that takes on real life challenges of the Edison
family engaged in a fierce feud with the Tesla family, set in Watterstown, WI.

Generator Hospital: Spin-off of General Hospital, bringing back Dr. Noah Drake because why
not.

The Masked Linemen: *This project has been shelved due to safety issues identified during the
pilot.

Game of Ohms: A complex adaptation in which a cast of characters plot a return to the throne
while battling electrical resistance in an effort to be crowned conductor.

No word on whether the linemen intend to participate in any of the of above projects. Calls to their agents
were not returned as of press time.



Rob Richard poses with snake in celebration of
another successful legislative session.

Educating state and local lawmakers about the issues that are important to Wisconsin’s electric
cooperatives, and rural Wisconsin as a whole, can be challenging. WECA Director of Government
Relations Rob Richard was on the front lines in the most recent legislative sessions, advocating for
legislation that supports the cooperative communities from the Rural Act to broadband expansion.

“Rob is an integral part of the staff here, because of his diverse skill set,” said Steve Freese, WECA
president and CEO. “His background as a snake charmer is proof that he has the power of persuasion,
for reptiles and people alike.”

Richard perfected his skills as a snake charmer in his early twenties while traveling as part of an “eat,
pray, love” type tour group that made stops in India, Thailand, Malaysia, Fennimore, and Chippewa Falls.

An animal lover, Richard has only worked with rescue snakes, surrendered from the Florida everglades.

Signs of Spring

A sure sign of spring in
Wisconsin this week, with
the return of the Adelie
Penguins. Co-op crews
must be extra vigilant this
time of year to prevent the
Antarctica natives from
perching on overhead lines,
which can lead to outages,
thanks to the adorable
nuisances.
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Rob Richard Draws on Special Skills to Lobby Congress
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Bring Back 80’s Hair

Big hair and high bangs were a right of passage for Generation Xers,
and now the effort to bring back those unforgettable styles is the
catalyst for a breakthrough in climate change. A group of unlikely
bedfellows gathered on the steps of the nation’s Capitol to announce
plans to rally for the return of the aerosol spray can.

“Back in the seventies, people cried SHAME at those who used this
product as it was blasting a hole in the ozone layer, allowing the heat
to escape, and threatening all of humanity with impending death by
freezing,” said environmental activist Theba Grunberg, sporting an
enviable eighties hairdo. “Now, we say–SHAME on those who don’t!”

Grunberg stood shoulder to shoulder with the makers of hair
products, coal miners, environmental advocates, utility leaders, hair
stylists, leaders of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
producers of the The Tiger King, and lawmakers from both sides of

the aisle in pleading with the public to believe the science—If aerosol sprays can help cool the planet, it
serves as a fierce combatant to climate change.

After receiving an extensive 8-page white paper on the issue which no one read, lawmakers fast-tracked
a bill that would require the production and use of aerosols and other products with ozone-depleting
chemicals, also known as chlorofluorocarbons. The group is urging the president to sign it.

***************FAKE NEWS ALERT**************
April Fools! While we recognize and appreciate the serious nature of the pandemic that is
currently a threat to our communities and hope everyone takes the necessary steps to be
safe, we also believe that injecting a little humor into our daily lives is truly needed at this
time.
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Generation Xers Combat Climate Change in Effort to
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